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Use the 5 Whys tool to identify factors that influenced behaviour
Get to know the
accident site
Interview witnesses
with HF in mind
Identify Behaviours for
analysis

Use the
investigation
team top tips
tool

Use the HF Evidence
Gathering Checklist
to help you collect HF
evidence

Explore
potential
reasons
for the
behaviours
Identify
fresh lines
of enquiry

Explain any
link between
behaviours/
HF and
underlying
management
system causes

Address HF
issues, with HF
recommendations

Tactics

Refresh
yourself on this
toolkit to inform
your plans

Tools

Use Basic
HF tool to
help you
understand
the behaviour
Use the
Fatigue Tool
to assess
whether
fatigue made
a contribution
to the incident

Preparing yourself and your team

Keypoints to remember

Investigation top tips
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Gather Human Factors Evidence
•

Usually, there are many people whose actions and decisions contributed
to the incident over time. Identify these individuals and their actions.

•

At the scene, reconstruct and walkthrough the incident sequences. Pay
special attention to:
-- What people could/could not see from their locations
-- Body position
-- Equipment and people they interacted with

•

Identify what people knew / did NOT know at the time of the incident and
the goals they worked to.

•

Review how this task was performed in the past. Was there anything
different?

•

Put yourself in the shoes of the people involved and ask why their
behaviour made sense at the time.

Checklist Tool
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Steps toward completing HF analysis
1.
2.

Identify the separate actions and decisions by
different people over time that led to the incident.
Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use
the cause and effect relationships to understand the
reasons for the behaviour. See examples.

3.

Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.

4.

Continue with your cause and effect analysis to
identify the management system and organizational
leadership and cultural factors that are responsible for
the reasons for the behaviours identified in 2 and 3.

 Basic Analysis Tool

 Fatigue Tool

Example 01

Remember:
Investigate why the behaviour made
sense to the person at that point in time.
*

Include factors that provoke or make an
error more likely and factors that motivate
people to behave in certain ways (e.g.
immediate and certain consequences like
time or effort saving).

Example 02
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Developing Human Factors Findings
•

Write HF / behavioural findings so that the reader can recognise the
human factors involved.

•

In other words, the finding should clearly describe what the person did or
did not do and why.
-- Example 1: The operator opened the wrong valve because it was the
same colour and next to the correct valve. The valve design did not
have HF review to identify potential for error.
-- Example 2:
-- The operator put his hand into a running pipe cutting machine
because he believed lifting the guard would de-energise the machine
(per his previous experience and training).
-- Procurement obtained the machine quickly and they did not identify
that the machine purchased did not have a safety interlock because
there was no procurement policy in place to require this.

•

A finding should not denote blame.
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Writing human factors related
recommendations:
1.

Your HF analysis and resulting findings should help you
formulate a specific and targeted HF recommendation.
See example of what good looks like

2.

The recommendation should not be focused on
preventing the individual’s error at the time but on
reliably preventing others getting into the same
situation by tackling any underlying management
system causes

3.

The HF recommendation should seek to reduce the
likelihood of error / non-compliance in the future

4.

It should be sustainable over time

5.

It should not introduce new HF risks in another area

6.

Seek advice from an experienced investigator if you
need help

What good looks like

5 Whys

 Resources

Findings

Recommendations

Report

When developing
recommendations apply the
Human Factors ‘Hierarchy of
Controls’ and ask:
•

Can the hazard be removed?

•

Can the human element be eliminated, e.g. by
automation?

•

Can the consequences of the human failure
be prevented, e.g. by additional barriers in the
management system?

•

Can human performance be assured by using
interlocks or other engineered means?

•

Can the factors that shape and motivate behaviour be
optimised?
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Reporting Dos

Reporting Don’ts

It is important to understand why actions and
assessments being investigated, made sense to
people at the time.

Use labels and conclude the cause was:
•

Human error

Get the HF in your report right:

•

Error type (e.g. decision error)

•

In plain language explain how the mindset
unfolded in the situation leading to the incident
and why it made sense at the time (see
example).

•

Human behaviour (or its description, e.g. didn’t follow a
procedure)

Clearly identify the human factors that shaped
or motivated performance with the evidence to
support.

•

Complacency

•

Recklessness / Carelessness

Identify the managerial and organizational
leadership and cultural factors responsible for
the human factors that shaped or motivated
performance that you found.

Focusing on / stopping at what the person Didn’t Do or
Should Have Done

•

•

Example

Explaining behaviour by referring to personal characteristics

•

Saying what people did not do does not explain why they
did what they did.
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Use the Logic Tree to identify factors that influenced behaviour and fresh lines of enquiry
Get to know the
accident site
Interview witnesses
with HF in mind
Identify Behaviours for
analysis

Use the
investigation
team top tips
tool

Use the HF Evidence
Gathering Checklist
to help you collect HF
evidence

Explore
potential
reasons
for the
behaviours
Identify
fresh lines
of enquiry

Use the
Fatigue Tool
to assess
whether
fatigue made
a contribution
to the incident

Preparing yourself and your team

Address HF
issues, with HF
recommendations

Use HF
Analysis
Verification
Tool (HFVT)
to verify
behaviour
analysis

Keypoints to remember

Tools

Use a HF
analysis tool
to help you
understand
the behaviour

Explain any
link between
behaviours/
HF and
underlying
management
system causes

Tactics

Refresh
yourself on this
toolkit to inform
your plans

Investigation top tips
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Gather Human Factors Evidence
•

Evidence gathering is supported by
development of your cause and effect
tool – keep looking for behaviours and HF
evidence at every stage.

•

Enhance your chances of making an
effective investigation analysis by actively
and systematically seeking human factors
evidence and lines of enquiry.

•

At the scene, put yourself in the shoes
of the people involved and ask why their
behaviour made sense at the time. A
reconstruction or walkthrough of events
usually helps understand the situation.

•

Be systematic in preparing and completing
interviews. Look for human factor
evidence and fresh lines of enquiry.

Checklist Tool
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Core Principles of HF Analysis
Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of
different people over time that led to the incident.
For each behaviour:
•

Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.

•

Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:

•

Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and
expected Consequences that could have motivated
the individual. Include these motivating factors as
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.

•

Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to
arrive at conclusions.
-- Continue with your cause and effect analysis
to identify the management system and
organizational leadership and cultural factors that
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours
identified in steps 2 and 3.

-- Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?)
or Action (did they do something inadvertently
incorrect?)
-- Identify the Performance Shaping Factors
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to
make the error. Include the potential errors and
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect
tool.

Process Help

4 Steps Overview

Remember:
You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or
designed the hardware.
*

HF Analysis Tools

Case Study 1

Case Study 2
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Developing human factors findings
•

•

Write HF / behavioural findings so that the reader
can recognise the human factors involved. The
Human Factors Verification Tool can help with that.
The finding should make the link between:
-- Behaviour
-- Assumptions / decisions / mindset
-- External Factors that influenced behaviour (PSFs)
-- Management system causes / organizational
leadership and cultural factors
-- For example – operator opened the wrong valve
(behaviour) because it was the same colour and
next to the correct valve (PSF). The valve design
did not have HF review to identify potential for
error (Management system cause).

•

In other words, the finding should clearly describe
what the person did or did not do and why.

•

A finding should not denote blame.

A finding should describe a causal
or contributory factor

The operator did not stop filling the storage
tank (behaviour) because he was unaware (mind
set) of the high level due to an incorrect level
indication from the level instrument (PSF) and
failure of the independent high-high level alarm
to activate.
And describe the reason (s) it occurred
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Writing human factors related
recommendations:
1.

Your HF analysis and resulting findings should help you
formulate a specific and targeted HF recommendation.
See example of what good looks like

2.

The recommendation should not be focused on
preventing the individual’s error at the time but on
reliably preventing others getting into the same
situation by tackling any underlying management
system causes

3.

The HF recommendation should seek to reduce the
likelihood of error / non-compliance in the future

4.

It should be sustainable over time

5.

It should not introduce new HF risks in another area

6.

Seek advice from an experienced investigator if you
need help

What good looks like

Advanced Cause and Effect

 Resources

Findings

Recommendations

Report

When developing
recommendations apply the
Human Factors ‘Hierarchy of
Controls’ and ask:
•

Can the hazard be removed?

•

Can the human element be eliminated, e.g. by
automation?

•

Can the consequences of the human failure
be prevented, e.g. by additional barriers in the
management system?

•

Can human performance be assured by using
interlocks or other engineered means?

•

Can the factors that shape and motivate behaviour be
optimised?
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Reporting Dos

Reporting Don’ts

It is important to understand why actions and
assessments being investigated, made sense to
people at the time.

Use labels and conclude the cause was:
•

Human error

Get the HF in your report right:

•

Error type (e.g. decision error)

•

•

Human behaviour (or its description, e.g. didn’t follow a
procedure)

•

•

In plain language explain how the mindset
unfolded in the situation leading to the incident
and why it made sense at the time (see
example).
Clearly identify the human factors that shaped
or motivated performance with the evidence to
support.
Identify the managerial and organizational
leadership and cultural factors responsible for
the human factors that shaped or motivated
performance that you found.

Example

Explaining behaviour by assuming negative personal
characteristics
•

Complacency

•

Recklessness / Carelessness

Focusing on / stopping at what the person Didn’t Do or
Should Have Done
•

Saying what people did not do does not explain why they
did what they did.
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Use the 5 Whys tool to identify factors that influenced behaviour
Get to know the
accident site

Explain any

Address HF
issues, with HF
recommendations

reasons
behaviours/
for the
HF and
Interview witnesses
behaviours
underlying
• mind
The human mind
has a tendency
to unconsciously
with HF in
management
oversimplify what has happened. Being aware of this
system causes
tendency can Identify
help investigators to avoid this potential
Identify Behaviours for
fresh lines
issue.
analysis
of enquiry

•
Use the
investigation
team top tips
tool

Explore

Key pointspotential
to remember:
link between

Tactics

Refresh
yourself on this
toolkit to inform
your plans

Report

Apply the investigation methods you were trained on and
use the tools and tactics in this HF Toolkit.

Tools

Use Basic
Use the HF Evidence
It might soundHFobvious,
tool to but remember to think like a
Gathering• Checklist
human.
help youin the shoes of the people involved
to help you collect
HFPut yourself
and establish understand
why their actions and assessments made
evidence
the behaviour
sense at the time.
Use the
Fatigue Tool
to assess
whether
fatigue made
a contribution
to the incident

Preparing yourself and your team

Keypoints to remember

Investigation top tips
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Use the 5 Whys tool to identify factors that influenced behaviour
Get to know the
accident site

Explore

Explain any

Address HF

Preparing yourself
and
your team:
issues, with HF
potential
link between

Tactics

Refresh
yourself on this
toolkit to inform
your plans

Report

recommendations
reasons
behaviours/
for the
HF and
Interview witnesses
behaviours forunderlying
• mind
As you make preparations
the investigation refresh
with HF in
management
your memory on HF by reviewing this Toolkit and the
system causes
Quick Links. Identify
Identify Behaviours for
fresh lines
analysis
enquiry
• Make sure youofhave
this toolkit to hand.

•

Use the
investigation
team top tips
tool

Use the “investigation team top tips” tool to refresh
yourself and brief your team to set up the investigation
Use Basic
Use the HF Evidence
team for success.
Betovigilant and take steps to build on
HF tool
Gathering Checklist
experience
investigations, as these can
helpprevious
you
to help you collect
HF from
enhance the quality
of your investigation.
understand
evidence

Tools

the behaviour

Use the
Fatigue Tool
to assess
whether
fatigue made
a contribution
to the incident

Preparing yourself and your team

Keypoints to remember

Investigation top tips
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Use the 5 Whys
tool to identify factors that influenced behaviour
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Report

Solution

the behaviour

Tactics

If Yes, you may be at risk of missing how the situation and context influenced
Refresh
Get to know the
Address
Explore
Explain anycontributing
people’s
thinking and decisions
toHF
the incident.
yourself
on
this
accident
site
issues,
with HF
potential
link
between
Does your team believe that the
toolkit
to predictable
inform
recommendations
reasons
behaviours/
event
was
if only people
your plans
for
the
HF
and
cherry picking data that ‘prove’ a condition you have identified in hindsight
involved knew what you
know now?
Interview
witnesses• Avoidbehaviours
underlyingback into the situation that produced and accompanied
• ALWAYS put people’s behaviour
with HF in mind
management
system causes
Identify
Identify Behaviours If
forYes, you
freshmay
linesbe at risk of failing to identify important contributing factors.
Does your team focusanalysis
on proving
of enquiry
what they thought were the causes
of the incident?

•

Apply the investigation methods rigorously and be systematic in collecting evidence

Does your team assign causes
of incidents to human error,
inattention, complacency or
procedural non-conformance?

Preparing yourself and your team

If Yes, you are at risk of missing factors that created human error or attracted
Use the
attention at the time.
Fatigue Tool
to assess
whether effort into identifying factors that created error or non-conformance
• Put conscious
fatigue made
a contribution
to the incident

Keypoints to remember

Investigation top tips





Tools

If Yes, you
Use may
Basicbe at risk of failing to identify important contributing factors.
Use your
the team easilyUse
theon
HF Evidence
Does
agree
HF tool to
investigation
Checklist
the
causes and avoid Gathering
an ongoing
help you
team topof
tips
to help
collect HF
challenge
what really
couldyou
have
• Identify
your assumptions and test them – seek disagreement!
understand
tool
evidence
happened?
behaviour
• Keepthe
asking
questions – make use of independent checks and challenge
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Report

Use the Logic Tree to identify factors that influenced behaviour and fresh lines of enquiry

Get to know the
accident site

Explain any

Address HF
issues, with HF
recommendations

reasons
behaviours/
for the
HF and
Interview witnesses
behaviours
underlying
• mind
The human mind
has a tendency
to unconsciously
with HF in
management
oversimplify what has happened. Being aware of this
system causes
tendency can Identify
help investigators to avoid this potential
Identify Behaviours for
fresh lines
issue.
analysis
of enquiry

•
Use the
investigation
team top tips
tool

Explore

Key pointspotential
to remember:
link between

Tactics

Refresh
yourself on this
toolkit to inform
your plans

Apply the investigation methods you were trained on and
use the tools and tactics in this HF Toolkit.

Preparing yourself and your team

Keypoints to remember

Investigation top tips

Tools

Use a HF
Use the HF Evidence
Use HF
It might soundanalysis
obvious,
toolbut remember
Gathering• Checklist
Analysis to think like a
human.
in the shoes
of the people involved
to help you
to help you collect
HFPut yourself
Verification
and establish understand
why their actions
assessments made
evidence
Tooland
(HFVT)
the behaviour
to verify
sense at the time.
behaviour
analysis
Use the
Fatigue Tool
to assess
whether
fatigue made
a contribution
to the incident
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Use the Logic Tree to identify factors that influenced behaviour and fresh lines of enquiry

Get to know the
accident site

Explore

Explain any

Address HF

Preparing yourself
and
your team:
issues, with HF
potential
link between

Tactics

Refresh
yourself on this
toolkit to inform
your plans

recommendations
reasons
behaviours/
for the
HF and
Interview witnesses
behaviours forunderlying
• mind
As you make preparations
the investigation refresh
with HF in
management
your memory on HF by reviewing this Toolkit and the
system causes
Quick Links. Identify
Identify Behaviours for
fresh lines
analysis
enquiry
• Make sure youofhave
this toolkit to hand.

•

Use the
investigation
team top tips
tool

Use the “investigation team top tips” tool to refresh
yourself and brief your team to set up the investigation
Use a HF
Use the HF Evidence
Use HF
team for success.
Be tool
vigilant Analysis
and take steps to build on
analysis
Gathering Checklist
experience
previous
to help
you investigations,
to help you collect
HF from
Verification as these can
enhance the quality
of your investigation.
understand
evidence
Tool (HFVT)
Use the
Fatigue Tool
to assess
whether
fatigue made
a contribution
to the incident

Preparing yourself and your team

to verify
behaviour
analysis

Keypoints to remember

Tools

the behaviour

Investigation top tips
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Report

Solution
Use the LogicPitfall
Tree to identify factors that influenced behaviour and
fresh lines of enquiry

the behaviour

Tactics

If Yes, you may be at risk of missing how the situation and context influenced
Refresh
Get to know the
Address
Explore
Explain anycontributing
people’s
thinking and decisions
toHF
the incident.
yourself
on
this
accident
site
issues,
with HF
potential
link
between
Does your team believe that the
toolkit
to predictable
inform
recommendations
reasons
behaviours/
event
was
if only people
your plans
for
the
HF
and
cherry picking data that ‘prove’ a condition you have identified in hindsight
involved knew what you
know now?
Interview
witnesses• Avoidbehaviours
underlyingback into the situation that produced and accompanied
• ALWAYS put people’s behaviour
with HF in mind
management
system causes
Identify
Identify Behaviours If
forYes, you
freshmay
linesbe at risk of failing to identify important contributing factors.
Does your team focusanalysis
on proving
of enquiry
what they thought were the causes
of the incident?

•

Apply the investigation methods rigorously and be systematic in collecting evidence

Preparing yourself and your team

Keypoints to remember

Investigation top tips





Tools

If Yes, you
failing to identify important contributing factors.
Use may
a HF be at risk
Use your
the team easilyUse
theon
HF Evidence
UseofHF
Does
agree
analysis tool
investigation
Checklist
Analysis
the
causes and avoid Gathering
an ongoing
to help you
team topof
tips
to help
collect HF
Verification
challenge
what really
couldyou
have
• Identify
your assumptions
test them – seek disagreement!
understand
tool
evidence
Tooland
(HFVT)
happened?
behaviour
verifyuse of independent checks and challenge
• Keepthe
asking
questions to
– make
behaviour
If Yes, you are at risk ofanalysis
missing factors that created human error or attracted
Does your team assign causes
Use the
attention at the time.
Fatigue Tool
of incidents to human error,
to assess
inattention, complacency or
whether effort into identifying factors that created error or non-conformance
• Put conscious
procedural non-conformance?
fatigue made
a contribution
to the incident
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Gather Human
Factors
Evidence:
A checklist tool to help you
•
•

•

gather
HF
evidence:
Usually, there are many people
whose
actions
and decisions contributed
to the incident over time. Identify these individuals and their actions.
At the scene, reconstruct and walkthrough the incident sequences. Pay
 HF evidence checklist
How to use this tool:
special attention to:
-

• Open
the
tooltheir locations
What people could/could
not see
from

-

Body position

•

Use the checklist to help you identify and keep track of areas of
interest during evidence gathering
Useinteracted
the checklist
alongside interview methods
- Equipment and people•they
with:
• DO NOT use the tool as a ready made question set for interviews
• / The
is to
avoidatthe
need
to of
re-interview
witnesses
Identify what people knew
didaim
NOT
know
the
time
the incident
and

the goals they worked to.

•

Review how this task was performed in the past. Was there anything
different?

•

Put yourself in the shoes of the people involved and ask why their
behaviour made sense at the time.

Checklist Tool
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Gather Human
Factors
Evidence:
A checklist tool to help you
•

•

•

gather
Evidence gathering is supported
by HF evidence:
development of your cause and effect
tool – keep looking for behaviours and HF
evidence at every stage.
 HF evidence checklist
How to use this tool:
Enhance your chances of making an
• Open
the tool
effective investigation analysis
by actively
and systematically seeking human factors
• Use the checklist to help you identify and keep track of areas of
evidence and lines of enquiry.
interest during evidence gathering
checklist alongside interview methods
At the scene, put yourself• inUse
thethe
shoes
• ask
DO NOT
the tool as a ready made question set for interviews
of the people involved and
whyuse
their
The
aim is
behaviour made sense at•the
time.
A to avoid the need to re-interview witnesses

reconstruction or walkthrough of events
usually helps understand the situation.

•

Be systematic in preparing and completing
interviews. Look for human factor
evidence and fresh lines of enquiry.

Checklist Tool
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the analysis
the
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Analysis
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Report
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 Introduction

 Resources

Incident Description Example:
An operatorhuman
using a new
pipe cutting
machine trapped and
badly injured
their hand whilst
Writing
factors
related
When
developing
reaching in to retrieve the pipe. Note, machinery guarding and interlocks were installed on the
machine as part of site’s initial response
recommendations:
recommendations apply the
Human Factors ‘Hierarchy
of DEPTH
ANALYSIS
MORE EFFECTIVE
1. Your HF analysis and resulting findings should help you
formulate
and
ask:
Level 1 a specific and targeted
Level HF
2 recommendation.
LevelControls’
3
Level
4
Level 5
See example of what good looks like

Operator is to blame
Operator believed that
Operator had already
The machine was not
The machine was
for reaching
into the
lifting
the guard
would
training;
fully tested
before
needed quickly; the
• Can the hazard
be removed?
2.
The recommendation
should
not be
focusedreceived
on
machine
whilst still
disable the
machine.
used
being put to use.
procurement process
preventing
the individual’s
error
at the time the
butmachine
on
switched
on. preventing others getting into the same
in training was
did note.g.
require
• Can the human element be eliminated,
by the
reliably
interlocked.
machine purchased
automation?
situation by tackling any underlying management
to have a safety
system causes
interlock.
• Can the consequences of the human
failure

3.

The HF recommendation should seek to reduce the

FOCUS
OF RECOMMENDATIONS
likelihood
of error / non-compliance in the future

be prevented, e.g. by additional barriers in the
MORE EFFECTIVE
IN PREVENTING REOCCURRENCE
management
system?

4.
It should
be sustainable
over
Discipline
the operator.
Re-train
thetime
operator in
5.
6.

• Can human
performance
be assured
by using
Operator training
Amend
the procedure
Amend
the
interlocksfor
orintroducing
other engineered
means?
all aspects of operating should be completed
new
procurement
It should not introduce
new HF risks in another
area
the machine.
on the
specific
equipment into the
procedure to include
Can
thattoshape
and motivate
behaviour
be
machine they• will
be the factors
workplace
include
a thorough
risk
Seek advice from an experience investigatorexpected
if you to use optimised?
on
provision for pre use
assessment process
need help
site.
testing and safety
for equipment selected
checks.
for purchase.

What good looks like
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using 5 Whys
Preparation
Evidence Gathering
Analysis

Findings

When studying how the actions and decisions of people
contributed to an event, investigators build a 5 Whys branch:

Factors that shaped or influenced the behaviour
could include:

Recommendations

Report



Steps toward completing HF analysis
Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and
external factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes
on to describe
the organizational
leadership
andby
cultural
1.
Identify
the separate
actions and
decisions
factors
responsible
these
causes
theto
behaviour.
different
peopleforover
time
thatofled
the incident.

•
•
•
•

Motivating factors like time or effort saving, keeping
plant running, avoiding supervisor disproval etc.
The physical environment – lighting, line of sight
The task – layout, design, supervision or procedures
The person – training, knowledge, skill, experience

Remember:

2.

Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use
the cause and effect relationships to understand the
An operator
Operator believed
Machine normally
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

4.

Continue with your cause and effect analysis to
identify the management system and organizational
leadership
factors that
for of the
Description
of aand cultural
A description
of are responsible
Explanation
the reasons
behaviours
identified
in reasons
2 and 3.leading to
behaviour
that for thean
assumption
/
contributed to an
incident.

decision made by
a person.

the assumption.

why?

why?

why?

using a new pipe
that lifting the
used by the
cutting machine
guard would
operator has an
3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use
injured their hand
disable the
interlock on the
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons
whilst reaching in
machine.
guard and the
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the
to retrieve the cut
machine in use
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.
pipe.
was different.

The machine in

quickly and
not require
did not come
the machine
Include factors that provoke or make an
equipped with an
purchased to
error more likely and factors that motivate
interlock.
have a safety
people to behave in certain ways (e.g.
interlock.

immediate and certain consequences like
time or effort saving).
Explanation of
the situation was
created.

Explanation why it
made sense to the
person to do X.

 Basic Analysis Tool

 Fatigue Tool

Example 01

The procurement

Investigate why the behaviour made
use was obtained
process did
sense to the person at that point in time.
*

why?

•
•

Example 02

Explanation of
more distant
factors that created
the conditions
which led to an
assumption which
led to a behaviour.
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Analysing
HF
using 5 Whys
Preparation
Evidence Gathering
Analysis

Findings

Physical Causes

Recommendations
Human Causes

Steps toward completing HF analysis
Employee lost
footing

1.

Employee
Identify
Injured

Employee fell
the separate
actions andEmployee
decisions by
down stairs
tripped
different people over time that led to the incident.

2.

Report



Employee
missed step

Employee could
not see steps

Bulky items being
carried obstructed
employee’s view of
stairs

Employee’s hands were occupied carrying
presenations/purse/coffee

Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys
anddiduse
Employee
the cause and effect relationships to understand
not use handrallthe
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

thatfactors
shapedthat
or influenced
3. Factors
Identify
influencedthe
the behaviour*. Use
behaviour
could
include:
the basic
HF tool
to help you understand the reasons
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the
• analysis.
MotivatingAdd
factors
or effort
HF like
tooltime
outputs
to your 5 Whys.

Remember:
Employee was
in a hurry

Employee was
late for meeting

Late inputs to report
and printing problems
behaviour
delayedmade
employee

Investigate why the
sense to the person at that point in time.
*

Human Causes

Include factors that provokeManagement
or make an
System
error more likely and factors
that Causes
motivate
people to behave in certain ways (e.g.
saving, keeping plant running,
immediate and certain consequences like
When
studying
how
the
actions
andeffort
decisions
of people contributed to
avoiding supervisor
etc. effect analysis to
4. Continue
with yourdisproval
cause and
time or
saving).
an event, investigators build a 5 Whys branch,
• identify
The physical
– lighting,
the environment
management
system and organizational
line of sightand cultural factors that are responsible for
leadership
• the
The reasons
task – layout,
design,
supervision
Describes
for the
behaviours
identified in•2 and
3. how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
•

or procedures
The person – training, knowledge,
skill, experience

 Basic Analysis Tool

•
•

 Fatigue Tool

Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and external
factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
Goes on to describe the organizational leadership and cultural factors
responsible for these causes of the behaviour.

Example 01

Example 02
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Analysis
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Report

Core Principles of HF Analysis

Help with the 4 step process



Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence
• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of
expected Consequences that could have motivated
different people over time that led to the incident.
the individual. Include these motivating factors as
If you are unable to conclude the analysis
of the
behaviour
For each behaviour:
potential
causes
in the cause and effect tool.
using the 4 steps approach:
• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour
• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update
behaviour,
which is represented in •the Re-define
cause andthe
effect
tool. and/or the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to
arrive at conclusions.
• potential
Collect more
evidence
• Step 2 - Explore the four
error types:
- Continue with your cause and effect analysis
• something?)
And re-analyse
- Sensory (did they miss
Memory
to identify the management system and
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?)
organizational leadership and cultural factors that
Seek support
from an SME or applyare
theresponsible
analysis tools
or Action (did they do•something
inadvertently
for on
the reasons for the behaviours
this page
incorrect?)
identified in steps 2 and 3.
-

Identify the Performance Shaping Factors
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to
make the error. Include the potential errors and
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect
tool.

Process Help

4 Steps Overview

Remember:
You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or
designed the hardware.
*

HF Analysis Tools

Case Study 1

Case Study 2
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HF Evidence
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Preparation
Gathering
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Recommendations



Report

Remember:

Core Principles
of
HF
Analysis
Investigate why the behaviour made sense to the person at

that point in time. These Tools can help you understand and
verifyand
thethe
factors
that influenced behaviour
2 andpotential
3).
Use your cause and effect tool
evidence
• Step 3(Step
- Explore
Antecedents and
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of
expected Consequences that could have motivated
different people over time thatled
to the
incident.
the individual. Include these motivating factors as
Basic
Analysis
Tool
For each behaviour:
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.
•
•

A simple HF analysis tool.

Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.
 Fatigue Tool
Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:
-

•

Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to
arrive at conclusions.

A tool to enable the contribution of fatigue
in the
- Continue
with your cause and effect analysis
incident
to be assessed.
use
this to the management system and
Sensory (did they miss
something?)
MemoryRecommended toto
identify
Verify or
Rule
OutMisjudge?)
Fatigue.
(did they forget?) Decision
(Did
they
organizational leadership and cultural factors that

or Action (did they do something inadvertently
 Verification Tool
incorrect?)

-

are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours
identified in steps 2 and 3.

A toolShaping
to help investigators
HF analysis
Remember:
Identify the Performance
Factors verify their
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to
*
You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the
make the error. Include the potential errors and
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or
tool.
designed the hardware.

Process Help

4 Steps Overview

HF Analysis Tools

Case Study 1

Case Study 2
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4 Steps Overview
Evidence Gathering
Analysis

Findings



Recommendations

Report

Core Principles of HF Analysis

This overview shows how the 4 step process can fit into an
advanced cause and effect analysis tool. It can be used as a
visual support as you facilitate a cause and effect analysis.

Instructions:
Use your cause and effect tool
and the evidence
• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of
expected Consequences that could have motivated
1. led
Open
theincident.
file
different people over time that
to the
the individual. Include these motivating factors as
For each behaviour:
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.
2. Print the document
• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour
• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update
3. cause
Use the
to help you to the
facilitate
analysis
which is represented in the
andcontent
effect tool.
causethe
andHF
effect
tool based on the evidence to
using the 4 step approach
arrive at conclusions.
• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:
4. Refer to the case studies for further
help with your cause and effect analysis
- Continue
- Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory
to identify the management system and
Note, (Did
If you
useMisjudge?)
a template for your cause
and effect leadership and cultural factors that
(did they forget?) Decision
they
organizational
toolinadvertently
(e.g. in a mind mapping package)
the textfor
in the reasons for the behaviours
or Action (did they doanalysis
something
are responsible
overview can be added to this to support
the investigators
incorrect?)
identified
in steps 2 in
and 3.
the process of analysing HF / behaviours.
Remember:
- Identify the Performance Shaping Factors
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to
*
You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the
make the error. Include the
errors and
 4potential
Steps Overview
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or
tool.
designed the hardware.
Process Help

4 Steps Overview

HF Analysis Tools

Case Study 1

Case Study 2
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Core Principles of HF Analysis

Performance Shaping Factors (PSF)

Report



Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence
• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of
expected Consequences that could have motivated
different people over time that led to the incident.
the individual. Include these motivating factors as
These are conditions external to the person
(e.g.causes
noise, difficult
For each behaviour:
potential
in the cause and effect tool.
procedures, equipment design) or internal to the person (e.g.
personal
problems,
team relationships)
that can
affect the
howHF
thepotential causes and update
• Step 1 – Identify a single,
well-defined
behaviour
• Step
4 – Verify
performs
the tool.
day, and therefore
how likely
they are
tobased on the evidence to
which is represented person
in the cause
and on
effect
the cause
and effect
tool
make an unintentional error.
arrive at conclusions.
• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:
- Continue with your cause and effect analysis
- Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory
to identify the management system and
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?)
organizational leadership and cultural factors that
or Action (did they do something inadvertently
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours
incorrect?)
identified in steps 2 and 3.
-

Identify the Performance Shaping Factors
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to
make the error. Include the potential errors and
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect
tool.

Process Help

4 Steps Overview

Remember:
You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or
designed the hardware.
*

HF Analysis Tools

Case Study 1

Case Study 2
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Preparation
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Advanced Cause and Effect
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Analysis
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Core Principles of HF Analysis
Antecedents

Report



Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence
• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of
expected Consequences that could have motivated
different people over time that led to the incident.
the individual. Include these motivating factors as
These are factors that come before, or potential
triggers acauses
behaviour
(e.g.
For each behaviour:
in the
cause and effect tool.
signs, training, other people’s expectations). It prompts the person
to perform
a behaviour
one time, but
the
• Step 1 – Identify a single,
well-defined
behaviour
• does
Stepnot
4 –guarantee
Verify thethat
HF potential
causes and update
will continue
to behave
in that way.
which is represented person
in the cause
and effect
tool.
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to
arrive at conclusions.
• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:
- Continue with your cause and effect analysis
- Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory
to identify the management system and
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?)
organizational leadership and cultural factors that
or Action (did they do something inadvertently
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours
incorrect?)
identified in steps 2 and 3.
-

Identify the Performance Shaping Factors
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to
make the error. Include the potential errors and
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect
tool.

Process Help

4 Steps Overview

Remember:
You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or
designed the hardware.
*

HF Analysis Tools

Case Study 1

Case Study 2
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Core Principles of HF Analysis
Consequences

Report



Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence
• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of
expected Consequences that could have motivated
different people over time that led to the incident.
the individual. Include these motivating factors as
Are motivating factors that occur after potential
the behaviour
(e.g.
timecause
or and effect tool.
For each behaviour:
causes
in the
effort saving, keep plan running, gain approval from supervisor
or peers).
Consequences
that reliably
or shortly
after
• Step 1 – Identify a single,
well-defined
behaviour
• happen
Step 4 at
– Verify
the HF
potential causes and update
behaviour
areeffect
more tool.
powerful. Positive
to tool
the based on the evidence to
which is represented the
in the
cause and
the consequences
cause and effect
individual can be particularly powerful arrive
in motivating
them to use
at conclusions.
that potential
behaviourerror
again.
• Step 2 - Explore the four
types:
- Continue with your cause and effect analysis
- Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory
to identify the management system and
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?)
organizational leadership and cultural factors that
or Action (did they do something inadvertently
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours
incorrect?)
identified in steps 2 and 3.
-

Identify the Performance Shaping Factors
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to
make the error. Include the potential errors and
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect
tool.

Process Help

4 Steps Overview

Remember:
You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or
designed the hardware.
*

HF Analysis Tools

Case Study 1

Case Study 2
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Report

Generator caught fire during
refuelling because it overfilled:

Core
Principles
of
HF
Analysis
• A diesel generator needed to

be refuelled twice a day
Diesel overfilled the fuel tank
Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence
• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and
• Manual
filling the
using
a hosebehaviours* of
collected
to analyze
separate
expected Consequences that could have motivated
gravity
fedover
from
an IBC.
different
people
time
that led to the incident.
the individual. Include these motivating factors as
For each behaviour:
potential causes in the cause
effect
tool.
Generator caught fire
Source and
of ignition
found
• The technician used a
water
toahold
open
• Step
1 – bottle
Identify
single,
well-defined behaviour
• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update
the trigger
and then
to
which
is represented
in left
the cause
and effect tool.
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to
complete a pigging prep
arrive at conclusions. Oxygen present
task.
• Step
2 - Explore the four potential error types:
- Continue with your cause and effect analysis
•- The
plan(did
wasthey
to come
Sensory
miss back
something?) Memory
to identify the management system and
and
finishforget?)
the refuelling
but
(did they
Decision
(Did they Misjudge?)
organizational leadership and cultural factors that
this
step was
forgotten.
or Action
(did they
do something inadvertently
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours
incorrect?)
identified in steps 2 and 3.
When
studyingthe
howPerformance
the actions and
decisions
of people contributed
to an event, investigators can build a cause and effect
Remember:
- Identify
Shaping
Factors
branch,(PSFs)
which:that may have influenced the person to
generator fire.mmap - 20/04/2017 - Mindjet

•
•
•

make the error. Include the potential errors and

*

You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the

Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect
Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and external factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or
tool.
Goes on to describe the organizational leadership and cultural factors responsible for these causes of the behaviour.

designed the hardware.

Process Help

4 Steps Overview

HF Analysis Tools

Case Study 1
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 Introduction

Advanced Cause and Effect

 Resources

Case Study 1: Analysing HF in a cause and effect tool using the 4 step approach 
Preparation

Step 2 – Explore
the 4 potential
error types and
identify PSFs.

Evidence Gathering

Analysis

Findings

Core Principles of HF Analysis
The individual forgot / misrecalled
information or forgot to do
something (Memory)

Use your cause and effect tool and
the evidence
The individual did or said something
unintended
or inadvertently of
collected
analyze
behaviours*
Step 1 - to
Identify
a the separate
incorrect or unclear (Action)
different
people
over time that led to the incident.
single, well
deﬁned
For
each behaviour:
behaviour.
•

Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour
Tech A propped the filling nozzle
a water bottle
whichopeniswithrepresented
in the cause and effect tool.

•

Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:
Step
3 – Explore
- Sensory
(did they miss something?) Memory
potential
antecedents
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?)
and expected
The individual was motivated to use
or Action (did they do something
the water bottle inadvertently
to prop the nozzle
consequences
that
open (Intentional)
incorrect?)
could have motivated
the
- individual.
Identify the Performance Shaping Factors

Report

Potential causes of the behaviour could include:

The individual failed to detect or
perceive something (Sensory)

The individual made an error of
judgement, planning or decision
making (Decision)

Recommendations

•

•

Motivating factors like time or effort saving, keeping
plant running, avoiding supervisor disproval etc.
• The physical environment – lighting, line of sight
• The
– layout,
design, supervision
or procedures
Step
3 task
- Explore
potential
Antecedents
and
• The person
– training, knowledge,
skill,have
experience
expected
Consequences
that could
motivated

the individual. Include these motivating factors as
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.

•

Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to
arrive at conclusions.
Takes 20 - 30 mins

-

Awkward to reach
Continue with
your cause and effect analysis
Fuel tank is situated in the bottom
to identify the
system and
of the management
generator enclosure
WHY?
Alternative
fueling methods not
installed
organizational
leadership
and
cultural
factors that
are responsible for the
reasons
for the behaviours
WHY?
Supervision
less than adequate
practice done by all in the team
identified in steps 2 and
3.
WHY?
Refueling mechanism less than adequate

Poor ergonomics of refueling task

Customary routine

Rules were known but motivation
for using the bottle out weighed
doing it by the procedure

Remember:

Saved effort
Saved discomfort

(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to
The technician was trained to use
the water* bottle
You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the
make the error. Include the potential errors and
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect
person
wrote
theevidence.
procedure, approved the job or
Steptool.
4 - Verify the HF conclusions and update the cause and eﬀect
toolwho
based
on the
designed the hardware.
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Case Study 2
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 Resources

Case Study 2: Analysing HF in a cause and effect tool – Step 1
Preparation

Evidence Gathering

Analysis

Findings

Recommendations

A pipe fitter reached into a
running pipe cutting machine
and incurred a serious hand
injury:

Core Principles of HF Analysis



Report

Operators sleeve became snagged
on rotating machinery

• your
The cause
pipefitter
very
Use
and was
effect
tool and the evidence
• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and
Stepcould
1 - Identify
a
experienced.
collected
to analyze the separate behaviours*
of
Consequences that
have motivated
Operator
injured handexpected
in
single,
well deﬁned
different people over time that led to the incident.
the individual. Include these
motivating
factors as
pipe cutting machine
behaviour.
Thebehaviour:
machine he was using
For• each
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.
worked differently to the
machine
he normally
used.
• Step
1 – Identify
a single,
well-defined behaviour
• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential
causes
andrunning
update
Operator placed
hand into
machine
after
lifting
guard
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to
• The expectation was lifting
arrive at conclusions.
the2guard
would
• Step
- Explore
theshut
four the
potential error types:
machine off, he adopted
- Continue with your cause and effect analysis
habitual
behaviour
- a
Sensory
(did
they miss(his
something?) Memory
to identify the management system and
mind-set
was incorrect
for(Did they Misjudge?)
(did they forget?)
Decision
organizational leadership and cultural factors that
When
studying
how
the
actions
and decisions
people
contributed
an
the
situation).
or Action
(did they do something inadvertently
are responsible
forofthe
reasons
for the to
behaviours
event, investigators build a cause
and in
effect
branch
that:
incorrect?)
identified
steps
2 and
3.
• The machine was not
this type ofShaping• Factors
Describes how the behaviour
contributed to the undesired event.
Remember:
- equipped
Identify thewith
Performance
interlock
device.
• person
Describes
(PSFs) that
may have influenced the
to causes of that behaviour, including motivations and external factors
*
which and
made the behaviour
to occur.
You’re likely
not just
anazlying the person who turned the
make the error. Include the potential errors
• Goes
to describevalve
the organizational
andYou
cultural
factors
or pressed leadership
the button.
might
be analysing the
PSFs as potential causes in the cause
and on
effect
responsible for these
causeswho
of the
behaviour.
person
wrote
the procedure, approved the job or
tool.
designed the hardware.
Pipecutter.mmap - 02/03/2017 - Mindjet
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Advanced Cause and Effect
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Case Study 2: Analysing HF in a cause and effect tool – Steps 2 & 3
Preparation

Evidence Gathering

Analysis

Findings

Operators sleeve became snagged
on rotating machinery

Core Principles of HF Analysis

Recommendations



Report

Potential causes of the behaviour
could include:

Motivating factors like time or
effort saving, keeping plant
Lifting
guard
did
not
stop
machine
running,
avoiding supervisor
Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence
• Step 3 - Explore potential
Antecedents
and
(as per company standards)
etc. have motivated
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of
expected Consequencesdisproval
that could
Operator
wanted
to
retrieve
workpiece
The physical
environment
different people over time that led to the incident.
the individual. Include• these
motivating
factors– as
lighting,
lineeffect
of sight
For each behaviour:
potential causes in the cause
and
tool.
Step 2 – Explore
• The task – layout, design,
the 4 potential
The Operator failed to detect or
supervision
or procedures
• Step 1 – Identify
a single,
• Step
4 – Verify the HF potential
causes
and update
perceive that the machine
was still
error types
and well-defined behaviour
running
(Sensory)
person
training,
which is represented
in the cause and effect tool.
the cause and effect •toolThe
based
on– the
evidence to
identify PSFs.
The Operator mis-recalledarrive
the
at conclusions. knowledge, skill, experience

•

•

operating procedure or forgot to
StepOperator
2 - Explore
the four potential error types:
placed hand into running
switch the machine off (Memory)
- Continue with your cause and effect analysis
machine after lifting guard
The Operator believed lifting the
- Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory
to identify the management system and
guard would shut off the machine
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?)
organizational leadership and cultural factors that
(Decision)
or Action (did they do something inadvertently
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours
The Operator mis-positioned his
incorrect?)
identified in steps
2 and
3.
hand (Action)
Step
3 – Explore

-

potential antecedents

Remember:
Identify the Performance Shaping Factors
and expected
The Operator deliberately reached
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person
consequences that
into theto
machine while it was
*
running
to retrieve the
workpiece
could
have
motivated
You’re
not just anazlying
the
person
who turned the
make the error. Include the potential errors
and
(Intentional)
the
individual.
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or
tool.
designed the hardware.
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Case Study 2: Analysing HF in a cause and effect tool – Steps 3 & 4
Preparation

Evidence Gathering

Analysis

Findings

Recommendations

Operators sleeve became snagged
on rotating machinery



Report

Check Analysis tools for other
potential PSF, antecedent or
consequences.

Core Principles of HF Analysis
Lifting guard did not stop machine
(as per company standards)
Operator wanted to retrieve workpiece

Use your cause and effect tool and the evidence
collected to analyze the separate behaviours* of
The Operator failed to detect or
different people over time that ledperceive
to the
thatincident.
the machine was still
running (Sensory)
For each behaviour:
•

Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined
behaviour
The Operator mis-recalled the
operating
procedure
or forgot
to
which is represented in the cause
and
effect
tool.

switch the machine off (Memory)

•

Step
2 - Explore the four potential error types:
Operator placed hand into running

Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and
expected Consequences that could have motivated
Vision
the individual. Include these motivating factors as
Design
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.
Motor sound
Step 4 - Verify the HF conclusions
andthe
update
the cause
and eﬀect
•Fatigue
Step 4 – Verify
HF potential
causes
and update
the cause and
effectbased
tool based
onevidence.
the evidence to
branch
on the
Training
arrive at conclusions.
Distraction
•

-

Continue with your cause and effect analysis
No training carried out on new machine
to identify the management system and
organizational
Previous
machines operator hadleadership and cultural factors that
used had
auto-stop
- habitual action
are
responsible
for the reasons for the behaviours
identified in steps 2 and 3.

machine after lifting guard

-

-

Machine that operator was trained
on had 'stop' function when lifting
guard

Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?)
or Action (did they do something inadvertently
incorrect?)
The Operator believed lifting the
guard would shut off the machine
(Decision)

The Operator mis-positioned his
hand (Action)

Identify the Performance Shaping Factors
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to
Operator deliberately reached
make the error. Include the The
potential
errors and
into the machine while it was
running
to
retrieve
the workpiece
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and
effect
(Intentional)
tool.

Lighting

Guards position fixed/removable

Remember:

Distractions

Time or effort saving Shortcut?

You’re
Training not just anazlying the person who turned the
valve
pressed the button. You might be analysing the
Safetyor
Culture
person
who wrote the procedure, approved the job or
Time pressure
designed the hardware.
*
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How to report an unfolding mind-set
Preparation

Evidence Gathering

Analysis

Findings



Recommendations

An incident:

Narrative to consider:

An operator using a new
pipe cutting machine
trapped and badly injured
their hand whilst reaching
in to retrieve the pipe.

The operator had 16 years of experience at the time of the incident.

Reporting Dos

Report

Reporting Don’ts

Traditionally, the pipes were cut manually, however as the company grew and needed
to process 4 times more pipes, 3 years ago the management decided to build a new
production line with multiple working stations across the shop floor responsible for
It is important to understand why
actions
andof the manufacturing
Use labels
and conclude the cause was:
different
stages
process.

assessments being investigated, made sense to
people at the time.
• Human
error
As the new machines were installed
on the
shop floor, the operators were trained on the

Narrative to avoid:

use of the machines. Training was delivered by a qualified trainer, and the participants had

Get the HF in your report right:to demonstrate the 100% conformance
• Error type
(e.g.
decisionprocedures.
error)
to the
operating
The new machines

The operator failed to
had advanced mechanisms of protecting the users including proximity sensors and
conduct
a pre-check
•
In plain
languagetoexplain how
the mindset
• Human
behaviour
(ora its
description,
e.g.
follow
interlocked
guards which switched
off the
machine if
hand
was close to
thedidn’t
moving
part.a
identify
if
the
machine
had
unfolded in the situation leading
to effect
the incident
procedure)
The side
of this solution was
that due to the design of the machine it was quicker
an interlock.
and why it made sense at the
time
(see
to use the interlocked guard than to switch the machine off, remove the pipe, and start it
Explaining behaviour by referring to personal characteristics
example).
again.
The operator ignored the
signClearly
placed identify
in the coffee
•
the human factors
that
shaped
6 months
before
the incident•theComplacency
incident, the manufacturer of the machine went bankrupt.
areaortomotivated
not put their
hands
performance with
the
evidence
to
2 months before the incident the machine broke and could not be replaced by the same
close
to moving machinery
support.
Carelessness
model. The company had to •findRecklessness
a new supplier/ urgently
due to a building order backlog.
parts.
The newly identified machine had similar specification but no interlocks in place.

•

Identify the managerial and organizational
Focusing on / stopping at what the person Didn’t Do or
Done
leadership and cultural factors
responsible
forinformedShould
The operators
were
that theyHave
will be
working on the same model of the machine
the human factors that shaped
or
motivated
as previously.
• Saying what people did not do does not explain why they
performance that you found.
did what they did.

Example
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Narrative to consider:

Reporting
Dos
pipe cutting machine

An operator using a new

The operator had 16 years of experience at the time of the incident.

trapped and badly injured

Traditionally, the pipes were cut manually, however as the company grew and needed

Reporting Don’ts

It
is important
toreaching
understand why
actions4 and
Use3 labels
andthe
conclude
the cause
was:
to process
times more pipes,
years ago
management
decided
to build a new
their
hand whilst
assessments
being
investigated,
made
sense
to
production line with multiple working stations across the shop floor responsible for
in to retrieve the pipe.
people at the time.
• Human
error
different stages of the manufacturing
process.

Get the HF in your report right:As the new machines were installed
• Erroron
type
the (e.g.
shop decision
floor, the error)
operators were trained on the

Narrative to avoid:

•

use of the machines. Training was delivered by a qualified trainer, and the participants had
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follow a
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the operating
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to
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time
(see
interlocked guards which switched off the machine if a hand was close to the moving part.
identify
if the machine had
Explaining
behaviour
by assuming
negative
personal
example).
The side effect of this solution
was that due
to the design
of the machine
it was
quicker
an interlock.
characteristics
to use the interlocked guard than to switch the machine off, remove the pipe, and start it
• Clearly identify the human factors
again. that shaped
The or
operator
ignored
the
• Complacency
motivated performance with the evidence to
signsupport.
placed in the coffee
6 months before the incident the incident, the manufacturer of the machine went bankrupt.
area to not put their hands
2 months before the incident•theRecklessness
machine broke/ Carelessness
and could not be replaced by the same
close
to
moving
machinery
• Identify the managerial andmodel.
organizational
The company had to find a new supplier urgently due to a building order backlog.
parts.
leadership and cultural factors
responsible
for machineFocusing
onspecification
/ stopping at
what
the person
Didn’t Do or
The newly identified
had similar
but
no interlocks
in place.
the human factors that shaped or motivated
Should Have Done
performance that you found.
The operators were informed that they will be working on the same model of the machine
• Saying what people did not do does not explain why they
as previously.
did what they did.

Example
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Introduction to the HF Toolkit
How to use this toolkit

Background

Human Factors
Investigation Toolkit
•

This interactive PDF needs to be
viewed fullscreen.



•

Thorough analysis of Human Factors (HF) and their impact
on human performance is integral to a quality incident
investigation. It is most effective when conducted as part of
• The toolkit is arranged as a simple to
the investigation, rather than being treated as an add-on, or
use blend of guidance, tips and tools.
something to be done after the investigation is complete.
Use tabs and embedded links to navigate this Toolkit.
• It is structured around the key stages
• Almost any investigation analysis technique can be used
of an investigation and around a road
to gain a reasonable understanding of human factors.
map with embedded links.
This means that the investigation analysis technique your
company uses can be used to good effect. This toolkit can
• Navigation is facilitated by tabs and
support you in doing this.
embedded links.
• 
It may not always be possible to establish why a person
5 Whys
• All tools are embedded within the
did what they did. The goal of HF analysis is to understand
toolkit.
what influenced the behaviour(s) that led to an incident,
so you can develop effective recommendations to prevent
Advanced
Cause
and
Effect

• Supplementary guidance and
reoccurrence.
information is provided as hover overs
or via links.
• Investigators have a range of tools and methods to help
with human factors in investigations. This toolkit has been
designed as a self-contained one stop shop for human
factors in all levels of HSE investigations.
•

Consult with your company Human Factors SME if you
need support.
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External resources:

Human Factors
Investigation Toolkit
Energy Institute website

Human Factors and Ergonomics – HSE Website
Rail industry Guide to Human Factors

Marine Introduction to Human Factors

Human
factors: Inspectors
factors
toolkit
Use tabs
and embedded
links to human
navigate
this Toolkit.
IOGP report 621 on Building confidence in HF investigation
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Report

Background

Gather
Human
Factors
Evidence:
• This interactive PDF needs to be
• Thorough analysis of Human Factors (HF) and their impact
•
•

•
•
•

viewed fullscreen.
on human performance is integral to a quality incident
It is most effective when conducted as part of
Usually, there are many people whose actions andinvestigation.
decisions contributed
The
toolkitover
is arranged
as a simple
to• the
incident
time. Identify
these to
individualsthe
andinvestigation,
their actions.rather than being treated as an add-on, or
use blend of guidance, tips and tools.
something to be done after the investigation is complete.
At the scene, reconstruct and walkthrough the incident sequences. Pay
• It isattention
structured
• Almost any investigation analysis technique can be used
special
to:around the key stages
of an investigation and around a road
to gain a reasonable understanding of human factors.
mappeople
with embedded
links.
This means that the investigation analysis technique your
- What
could/could
not see from their locations
company uses can be used to good effect. This toolkit can
Navigation
support you in doing this.
- • Body
positionis facilitated by tabs and
embedded links.
- Equipment and people they interacted with: • It may not always be possible to establish why a person
• All tools are embedded within the
did what they did. The goal of HF analysis is to understand
toolkit.
whatofinfluenced
theand
behaviour(s) that led to an incident,
Identify
what people knew / did NOT know at the time
the incident
so you can develop effective recommendations to prevent
the goals they worked to.
• Supplementary guidance and
reoccurrence.
information
is provided
as hover in
overs
Review
how this task
was performed
the past. Was there anything
or via links.
• Investigators have a range of tools and methods to help
different?
with human factors in investigations. This toolkit has been
designed
a self-contained one stop shop for human
Put yourself in the shoes of the people involved and
ask whyastheir
factors in all levels of HSE investigations.
behaviour made sense at the time.
•

Checklist Tool

Consult with your company Human Factors SME if you
need support.
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Report

External resources:
Energy Institute
website Factors Evidence:
Gather
Human
Human Factors and Ergonomics – HSE Website

•

Rail there
industry
Guidepeople
to Human
Factors
Usually,
are many
whose
actions and decisions contributed
to the
incident
over time. Identify
these
individuals and their actions.
Marine
Introduction
to Human
Factors

•

Human
Inspectors
human factors
toolkitsequences. Pay
At the
scene,factors:
reconstruct
and walkthrough
the incident
special
attention
IOGP
report to:
621 on Building confidence in HF investigation
-

What people could/could not see from their locations

-

Body position

-

Equipment and people they interacted with:

•

Identify what people knew / did NOT know at the time of the incident and
the goals they worked to.

•

Review how this task was performed in the past. Was there anything
different?

•

Put yourself in the shoes of the people involved and ask why their
behaviour made sense at the time.

Checklist Tool
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Report

Background

Steps
toward
completing
HF
analysis
• This interactive PDF needs to be
• Thorough analysis of Human Factors (HF) and their impact
1.
2.

3.

4.

viewed fullscreen.
on human performance is integral to a quality incident
Identify the separate actions and decisions by investigation. It is most effective when conducted as part of
•different
The toolkit
is arranged
a simple
to incident.
the investigation, rather than being treated as an add-on, or
people
over time as
that
led to the
use blend of guidance, tips and tools.
something to be done
after the investigation is complete.
Remember:
Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use
•theItcause
is structured
around
the key stages
• Almost
any investigation analysis technique can be used
and effect
relationships
to understand
the
*
of an for
investigation
and around
a road
to gain a reasonable
understanding
factors.
Investigate
why of
thehuman
behaviour
made
reasons
the behaviour.
See examples
map with embedded links.
This means that thesense
investigation
analysis
technique
your
to the person
at that
point in
time.
*
company uses can be used to good effect. This toolkit can
Identify factors that influenced the behaviour . Use
•theNavigation
is facilitated
byunderstand
tabs and the reasons
support you in doing
this. factors that provoke or make an
basic HF tool
to help you
Include
links.and evidence needed to make the
for embedded
the behaviours
error more likely and factors that motivate
• It may not always be
possible
to establish
why ways
a person
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.
people
to behave
in certain
(e.g.
• All tools are embedded within the
did what they did. The
goal of and
HF analysis
is to understand
immediate
certain consequences
like
toolkit.with your cause and effect analysis to what influenced thetime
behaviour(s)
that led to an incident,
Continue
or effort saving).
so you can develop effective recommendations to prevent
identify the management system and organizational
•leadership
Supplementary
guidance
and
reoccurrence.
and cultural
factors
that are responsible
for
provided
as hover
oversin 2 and 3.
theinformation
reasons for is
the
behaviours
identified
or via links.
• Investigators have a range of tools and methods to help
with human factors in investigations. This toolkit has been
designed as a self-contained one stop shop for human
factors in all levels of HSE investigations.
•

 Basic Analysis Tool

 Fatigue Tool

Consult with your company Human Factors SME if you
need support.
Example 01
Example 02
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External resources:
Energy
Institute website
Steps
toward
completing HF analysis
Human Factors and Ergonomics – HSE Website

1.

Rail industry
Guide
to Human
Factors by
Identify
the separate
actions
and decisions
different
over time
led toFactors
the incident.
Marinepeople
Introduction
tothat
Human

2.

Human
Inspectors
human
factors
toolkit
Include
thefactors:
key behaviours
in your
5 Whys
and use
theIOGP
causereport
and effect
relationships
to understand
theinvestigation
621 on
Building confidence
in HF
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

3.

Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.

4.

Continue with your cause and effect analysis to
identify the management system and organizational
leadership and cultural factors that are responsible for
the reasons for the behaviours identified in 2 and 3.

 Basic Analysis Tool

 Fatigue Tool

Example 01

Remember:
Investigate why the behaviour made
sense to the person at that point in time.
*

Include factors that provoke or make an
error more likely and factors that motivate
people to behave in certain ways (e.g.
immediate and certain consequences like
time or effort saving).

Example 02
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Report

Background

Developing
Human
Factors
Findings
• This interactive PDF needs to be
• Thorough analysis of Human Factors (HF) and their impact

fullscreen. findings so that the reader can
on human
performance
is integral to a quality incident
Writeviewed
HF / behavioural
recognise
the
investigation. It is most effective when conducted as part of
human factors involved.
• The toolkit is arranged as a simple to
the investigation, rather than being treated as an add-on, or
usewords,
blend of
tips and
tools.describe something
to be done
• In other
theguidance,
finding should
clearly
what the person
did orafter the investigation is complete.
did not do and why.
• It is structured around the key stages
• Almost any investigation analysis technique can be used
of an investigation
and around
road
to gain
a reasonable
understanding of human factors.
- Example
1: The operator
openedathe
wrong valve
because
it was the
mapcolour
with embedded
This means
the investigation analysis technique your
same
and next tolinks.
the correct valve. The valve
designthat
did not
have HF review to identify potential for error. company uses can be used to good effect. This toolkit can
• Navigation is facilitated by tabs and
support you in doing this.
embedded
- Example
2: links.
• It may not always be possible to establish why a person
•
All tools
are embedded
within
whatmachine
they did. The goal of HF analysis is to understand
- The
operator
put his hand
into athe
running pipe did
cutting
toolkit. he believed lifting the guard would de-energise
what influenced
the behaviour(s) that led to an incident,
because
the machine
so you can develop effective recommendations to prevent
(per his previous experience and training).
• Supplementary guidance and
reoccurrence.
information isobtained
providedthe
as machine
hover overs
- Procurement
quickly and they did not identify
or via
links.
Investigators
a range of tools and methods to help
that
the
machine purchased did not have a• safety
interlock have
because
with human
there was no procurement policy in place to require
this. factors in investigations. This toolkit has been
designed as a self-contained one stop shop for human
factors in all levels of HSE investigations.
• A finding should not denote blame.
•

•

Consult with your company Human Factors SME if you
need support.
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Report

External resources:
Energy Institute website
Developing
Human Factors Findings
Human Factors and Ergonomics – HSE Website
• Write HF / behavioural findings so that the reader can recognise the
Railfactors
industry
Guide to Human Factors
human
involved.
Marine Introduction to Human Factors
• In other words, the finding should clearly describe what the person did or
Human
factors:
did not
do and
why. Inspectors human factors toolkit
IOGP report 621 on Building confidence in HF investigation
- Example 1: The operator opened the wrong valve because it was the
same colour and next to the correct valve. The valve design did not
have HF review to identify potential for error.
Example 2:

-

•

-

The operator put his hand into a running pipe cutting machine
because he believed lifting the guard would de-energise the machine
(per his previous experience and training).

-

Procurement obtained the machine quickly and they did not identify
that the machine purchased did not have a safety interlock because
there was no procurement policy in place to require this.

A finding should not denote blame.
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Report

How to use this toolkit
Background
Writing human factors related
When developing
• This interactive PDF needs to be
• Thorough analysis of Human Factors (HF) and their impact
viewed fullscreen.
on human
performance is integral to apply
a quality incident
recommendations:
recommendations
the
investigation. It is most effective when conducted as part of
• The toolkit is arranged as a simple to
the investigation,
than being
treated as an add-on,
Humanrather
Factors
‘Hierarchy
of or
use
of guidance,
tipsfindings
and tools.
to be done after the investigation is complete.
1. Your
HFblend
analysis
and resulting
should helpsomething
you
formulate a specific and targeted HF recommendation. Controls’ and ask:

•SeeItexample
is structured
around
key
stages
• Almost any investigation analysis technique can be used
of what
good the
looks
like
of an investigation and around a road
to gain a reasonable understanding of human factors.
with embedded
links.not be focused on This means
that
investigation
analysis technique your
• Can
thethe
hazard
be removed?
2. Themap
recommendation
should
company uses can be used to good effect. This toolkit can
preventing the individual’s error at the time but on
•reliably
Navigation
is facilitated
by tabsinto
andthe same support
doing
this. element be eliminated, e.g. by
• you
Caninthe
human
preventing
others getting
embedded
links. any underlying management
automation?
situation
by tackling
• It may not always be possible to establish why a person
system causes
• All tools are embedded within the
did what
The goal of HFof
analysis
is to failure
understand
• they
Can did.
the consequences
the human
what influenced
the behaviour(s)
that led to
an incident,
be prevented,
e.g. by additional
barriers
in the
3. Thetoolkit.
HF recommendation should seek to reduce the
develop effective
recommendations to prevent
system?
likelihood of error / non-compliance in the futureso you canmanagement
• Supplementary guidance and
reoccurrence.
information
is provided
as time
hover overs
• Can human performance be assured by using
4. It should
be sustainable
over
or via links.
• Investigators
have a or
range
ofengineered
tools and methods
interlocks
other
means? to help
with human factors in investigations. This toolkit has been
5. It should not introduce new HF risks in another area
designed
self-contained
stopand
shop
for human
• as
Cana the
factors thatone
shape
motivate
behaviour be
factors in optimised?
all levels of HSE investigations.
6. Seek advice from an experience investigator if you
need help
• Consult with your company Human Factors SME if you
need support.
What good looks like
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External resources:
Energy
Institute website
Writing
human
factors related
When developing
Human Factors and Ergonomics – HSE Website
recommendations:
recommendations apply the
Rail industry Guide to Human Factors
Human Factors ‘Hierarchy of
Marine Introduction to Human Factors
1. Your HF analysis and resulting findings should help you
Humanafactors:
Inspectors
factors toolkit Controls’ and ask:
formulate
specific and
targeted human
HF recommendation.
See
example
of what
good
looks like
IOGP
report
621 on
Building
confidence in HF investigation

2.

The recommendation should not be focused on
preventing the individual’s error at the time but on
reliably preventing others getting into the same
situation by tackling any underlying management
system causes

3.

The HF recommendation should seek to reduce the
likelihood of error / non-compliance in the future

4.

It should be sustainable over time

5.

It should not introduce new HF risks in another area

6.

Seek advice from an experience investigator if you
need help
What good looks like

•

Can the hazard be removed?

•

Can the human element be eliminated, e.g. by
automation?

•

Can the consequences of the human failure
be prevented, e.g. by additional barriers in the
management system?

•

Can human performance be assured by using
interlocks or other engineered means?

•

Can the factors that shape and motivate behaviour be
optimised?
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Use the Logic Tree to identify factors that influenced behaviour and fresh lines of enquiry

How to use this toolkit

Background

•

•

use blend of guidance, tips and tools.

something to be done after the investigation is complete.

map with embedded links.

This means that the investigation analysis technique your
company uses can be used to good effect. This toolkit can
support you in doing this.

system causes
Identify
Identify Behaviours for
It is structured
around the key stagesfresh •lines
Almost any investigation analysis technique can be used
analysis
of
enquiry
of an investigation and around a road
to gain a reasonable understanding of human factors.

Navigation is facilitated by tabs and

•

Preparing yourself and your team

Consult with your company Human Factors SME if you
need support.
Keypoints to remember
Investigation top tips


Tools

Use a HF
Use HF
analysis tool
Analysis
•
It
may
not
always be possible to establish why a person
to help you
Verification
did what
they
did. The goal of HF analysis is to understand
understand
Tool
(HFVT)
the behaviour
to verify the behaviour(s) that led to an incident,
toolkit.
what influenced
so you behaviour
can develop effective recommendations to prevent
analysis
Supplementary guidance and
Use the reoccurrence.
information is provided as hover overs
Fatigue Tool
to assess
or via links.
• Investigators have a range of tools and methods to help
whether with human factors in investigations. This toolkit has been
fatigue made
designed as a self-contained one stop shop for human
a contribution
factors in all levels of HSE investigations.
to the incident

Use the
Use the HF Evidence
embedded links.
investigation
Gathering Checklist
team top tips
to help you collect HF
embedded within the
tool• All tools are evidence

•

Tactics

Refresh
Get to know the
Address HF
Explore
Explain any
• This
interactive
PDF site
needs to be
• Thorough
yourself
on this
accident
issues,Factors
with HF(HF) and their impact
potential
linkanalysis
betweenof Human
toolkit to
informfullscreen.
viewed
performancerecommendations
is integral to a quality incident
reasons on human
behaviours/
your plans
for the investigation.
HF and It is most effective when conducted as part of
Interview witnesses
underlying rather than being treated as an add-on, or
• The toolkit iswith
arranged
as a simple to behaviours
the investigation,
HF in mind
management
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resources:
Use theExternal
Logic Tree
to identify factors that influenced behaviour and fresh lines of enquiry
Energy Institute website

Explain any
link between
behaviours/
HF and
underlying
management
system causes
Human factors: Inspectors human factors
Identify toolkit
Identify Behaviours for
fresh lines
IOGP reportanalysis
621 on Building confidence
in HF investigation
of enquiry

Use the
investigation
team top tips
tool

Use the HF Evidence
Gathering Checklist
to help you collect HF
evidence

Use the
Fatigue Tool
to assess
whether
fatigue made
a contribution
to the incident

Preparing yourself and your team

Use HF
Analysis
Verification
Tool (HFVT)
to verify
behaviour
analysis

Keypoints to remember

Tools

Use a HF
analysis tool
to help you
understand
the behaviour

Address HF
issues, with HF
recommendations

Tactics

Refresh
Get to know the
Explore
andsite
Ergonomics – HSE
Website
yourselfHuman
on this Factors
accident
potential
toolkit to inform
reasons
Rail industry Guide to Human Factors
your plans
for the
Interview witnesses
behaviours
Marine Introduction
Human Factors
with HF in to
mind

Investigation top tips
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Report

Background

Gather
Human
Factors
Evidence:
• This interactive PDF needs to be
• Thorough analysis of Human Factors (HF) and their impact
•

•

•

•

viewed fullscreen.
Evidence gathering is supported by
• The toolkit
arranged
simple to
development
of isyour
cause as
anda effect
blend
of guidance,
tips and
tools.
tool –use
keep
looking
for behaviours
and
HF
evidence at every stage.
• It is structured around the key stages
of anyour
investigation
and
around
Enhance
chances of
making
ana road
mapinvestigation
with embedded
links.by actively
effective
analysis
and systematically seeking human factors
• Navigation
is facilitated
evidence
and lines
of enquiry.by tabs and
embedded links.
At the scene, put yourself in the shoes
Allpeople
tools are
embedded
within
of• the
involved
and ask
whythe
their
toolkit.
behaviour
made sense at the time. A
reconstruction or walkthrough of events
• Supplementary
guidance
and
usually
helps understand
the situation.
information is provided as hover overs
or via links.
Be systematic
in preparing and completing
interviews. Look for human factor
evidence and fresh lines of enquiry.

Checklist Tool

on human performance is integral to a quality incident
investigation. It is most effective when conducted as part of
the investigation, rather than being treated as an add-on, or
something to be done after the investigation is complete.

•

Almost any investigation analysis technique can be used
to gain a reasonable understanding of human factors.
This means that the investigation analysis technique your
company uses can be used to good effect. This toolkit can
support you in doing this.

•

It may not always be possible to establish why a person
did what they did. The goal of HF analysis is to understand
what influenced the behaviour(s) that led to an incident,
so you can develop effective recommendations to prevent
reoccurrence.

•

Investigators have a range of tools and methods to help
with human factors in investigations. This toolkit has been
designed as a self-contained one stop shop for human
factors in all levels of HSE investigations.

•

Consult with your company Human Factors SME if you
need support.
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External resources:
Energy Institute
website Factors Evidence:
Gather
Human
Human Factors and Ergonomics – HSE Website

•

•

Rail industry
to Human
Evidence
gatheringGuide
is supported
by Factors
development
of your causetoand
effectFactors
Marine Introduction
Human
tool – keep looking for behaviours and HF
Human
factors:
Inspectors human factors toolkit
evidence
at every
stage.
IOGP report 621 on Building confidence in HF investigation
Enhance your chances of making an
effective investigation analysis by actively
and systematically seeking human factors
evidence and lines of enquiry.

•

At the scene, put yourself in the shoes
of the people involved and ask why their
behaviour made sense at the time. A
reconstruction or walkthrough of events
usually helps understand the situation.

•

Be systematic in preparing and completing
interviews. Look for human factor
evidence and fresh lines of enquiry.

Checklist Tool
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Factors
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cause
and effect
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• Step 3 - Explore potential Antecedents and
collected
to analyze
the separate
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expected Consequences that could have motivated
Marine
Introduction
to Human
Factors
different people over time that led to the incident.
the individual. Include these motivating factors as
Human
factors:
Inspectors
human
factors
toolkit
For each behaviour:
potential causes in the cause and effect tool.
IOGP report 621 on Building confidence in HF investigation
• Step 1 – Identify a single, well-defined behaviour
• Step 4 – Verify the HF potential causes and update
which is represented in the cause and effect tool.
the cause and effect tool based on the evidence to
arrive at conclusions.
• Step 2 - Explore the four potential error types:
- Continue with your cause and effect analysis
- Sensory (did they miss something?) Memory
to identify the management system and
(did they forget?) Decision (Did they Misjudge?)
organizational leadership and cultural factors that
or Action (did they do something inadvertently
are responsible for the reasons for the behaviours
incorrect?)
identified in steps 2 and 3.
-

Identify the Performance Shaping Factors
(PSFs) that may have influenced the person to
make the error. Include the potential errors and
PSFs as potential causes in the cause and effect
tool.

Process Help

4 Steps Overview

Remember:
You’re not just anazlying the person who turned the
valve or pressed the button. You might be analysing the
person who wrote the procedure, approved the job or
designed the hardware.
*

HF Analysis Tools

Case Study 1

Case Study 2
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External resources:
Energy Institute website
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human factors findings
Human Factors and Ergonomics – HSE Website

•

•

Guide
to Human
Factors
WriteRail
HF industry
/ behavioural
findings
so that
the reader
•
can Marine
recognise
the human factors
involved.
The
Introduction
to Human
Factors
Human Factors Verification Tool can help with that.
Human factors: Inspectors human factors toolkit •

In other words, the finding should clearly describe
what the person did or did not do and why.

A finding should not denote blame.
The finding
should621
make
link between:
IOGP report
on the
Building
confidence in HF investigation
-

Behaviour

-

Assumptions / decisions / mindset

-

External Factors that influenced behaviour (PSFs)

-

Management system causes / organizational
leadership and cultural factors

-

For example – operator opened the wrong valve
(behaviour) because it was the same colour and
next to the correct valve (PSF). The valve design
did not have HF review to identify potential for
error (Management system cause).

A finding should describe a causal
or contributory factor

The operator did not stop filling the storage
tank (behaviour) because he was unaware (mind
set) of the high level due to an incorrect level
indication from the level instrument (PSF) and
failure of the independent high-high level alarm
to activate.
And describe the reason (s) it occurred
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Reporting Don’ts

It is important
understand
actions and
Use labels and conclude the cause was:
HumantoFactors
and why
Ergonomics
– HSE Website
assessments being investigated, made sense to
Rail
people at
theindustry
time. Guide to Human Factors
• Human error
Marine Introduction to Human Factors
Get the HF in your report right:
• Error type (e.g. decision error)
Human factors: Inspectors human factors toolkit
•

•

•

In plain
language
explain
the mindset
Human behaviour (or its description, e.g. didn’t follow a
IOGP
report 621
on how
Building
confidence in HF •investigation
unfolded in the situation leading to the incident
procedure)
and why it made sense at the time (see
Explaining behaviour by assuming negative personal
example).
characteristics
Clearly identify the human factors that shaped
• Complacency
or motivated performance with the evidence to
support.
• Recklessness / Carelessness
Identify the managerial and organizational
leadership and cultural factors responsible for
Focusing on / stopping at what the person Didn’t Do or
the human factors that shaped or motivated
Should Have Done
performance that you found.
• Saying what people did not do does not explain why they
did what they did.

Example
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Background

Steps
toward
completing
HF
analysis
• This interactive PDF needs to be
• Thorough analysis of Human Factors (HF) and their impact
1.
2.

3.

4.

viewed fullscreen.
on human performance is integral to a quality incident
Identify the separate actions and decisions by investigation. It is most effective when conducted as part of
•different
The toolkit
is arranged
a simple
to incident.
the investigation, rather than being treated as an add-on, or
people
over time as
that
led to the
use blend of guidance, tips and tools.
something to be done
after the investigation is complete.
Remember:
Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use
•theItcause
is structured
around
the key stages
• Almost
any investigation analysis technique can be used
and effect
relationships
to understand
the
*
of an for
investigation
and around
a road
to gain a reasonable
understanding
factors.
Investigate
why of
thehuman
behaviour
made
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the behaviour.
See examples
map with embedded links.
This means that thesense
investigation
analysis
technique
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to the person
at that
point in
time.
*
company uses can be used to good effect. This toolkit can
Identify factors that influenced the behaviour . Use
•theNavigation
is facilitated
byunderstand
tabs and the reasons
support you in doing
this. factors that provoke or make an
basic HF tool
to help you
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links.and evidence needed to make the
for embedded
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• It may not always be
possible
to establish
why ways
a person
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.
people
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(e.g.
• All tools are embedded within the
did what they did. The
goal of and
HF analysis
is to understand
immediate
certain consequences
like
toolkit.with your cause and effect analysis to what influenced thetime
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that led to an incident,
Continue
or effort saving).
so you can develop effective recommendations to prevent
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Supplementary
guidance
and
reoccurrence.
and cultural
factors
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provided
as hover
oversin 2 and 3.
theinformation
reasons for is
the
behaviours
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• Investigators have a range of tools and methods to help
with human factors in investigations. This toolkit has been
designed as a self-contained one stop shop for human
factors in all levels of HSE investigations.
•

 Basic Analysis Tool

 Fatigue Tool

Consult with your company Human Factors SME if you
need support.
Example 01
Example 02
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External resources:
Energy
Institute website
Steps
toward
completing HF analysis
Human Factors and Ergonomics – HSE Website

1.

Rail industry
Guide
to Human
Factors by
Identify
the separate
actions
and decisions
different
over time
led toFactors
the incident.
Marinepeople
Introduction
tothat
Human

2.

Human
Inspectors
human
factors
toolkit
Include
thefactors:
key behaviours
in your
5 Whys
and use
theIOGP
causereport
and effect
relationships
to understand
theinvestigation
621 on
Building confidence
in HF
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

3.

Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.

4.

Continue with your cause and effect analysis to
identify the management system and organizational
leadership and cultural factors that are responsible for
the reasons for the behaviours identified in 2 and 3.

 Basic Analysis Tool

 Fatigue Tool

Example 01

Remember:
Investigate why the behaviour made
sense to the person at that point in time.
*

Include factors that provoke or make an
error more likely and factors that motivate
people to behave in certain ways (e.g.
immediate and certain consequences like
time or effort saving).

Example 02
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Report

Background
Reporting Don’ts
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• HF
It isinstructured
around
•
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your report
right: the key stages
of an investigation and around a road
map
with embedded
links.the mindset
• In plain
language
explain how
unfolded in the situation leading to the incident
• why
Navigation
facilitated
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and
and
it madeissense
at thebytime
embedded links.
example).
•
• All identify
tools are
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withinthat
the shaped
• Clearly
the
human factors
toolkit. performance with the evidence to
or motivated
support.
• Supplementary guidance and
information
is provided
as hover overs
• Identify
the managerial
and organizational
or via and
links.cultural factors responsible for •
leadership
the human factors that shaped or motivated
performance that you found.
•
Example

Findings



Thorough analysis of Human Factors (HF) and their impact
on human performance is integral to a quality incident
investigation.
is most
effective
whenwas:
conducted as part of
Use labels It
and
conclude
the cause
the investigation, rather than being treated as an add-on, or
something
to be
done after the investigation is complete.
• Human
error
Almost
any investigation
analysis
technique can be used
• Error
type (e.g. decision
error)
to gain a reasonable understanding of human factors.
This• means
that
the investigation
analysis technique
Human
behaviour
(or its description,
e.g. didn’tyour
follow a
company
uses can be used to good effect. This toolkit can
procedure)
support you in doing this.
Explaining behaviour by referring to personal characteristics
It may not always be possible to establish why a person
did •what
they did. The goal of HF analysis is to understand
Complacency
what influenced the behaviour(s) that led to an incident,
so you
can develop effective
recommendations to prevent
• Recklessness
/ Carelessness
reoccurrence.
Focusing on / stopping at what the person Didn’t Do or
Investigators
haveDone
a range of tools and methods to help
Should Have
with human factors in investigations. This toolkit has been
designed
as a what
self-contained
shopnot
for explain
human why they
• Saying
people didone
notstop
do does
factorsdid
in all
levels
ofdid.
HSE investigations.
what
they
Consult with your company Human Factors SME if you
need support.
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External resources:
Energy Institute
Reporting
Dos website

Reporting Don’ts

Human Factors and Ergonomics – HSE Website

Rail industry
Guide to
Human
Factors
It is important
to understand
why
actions
and
Use labels and conclude the cause was:
assessments
being
investigated,
made sense
to
Marine
Introduction
to Human
Factors
people at the time.
• Human error
Human factors: Inspectors human factors toolkit
Get the IOGP
HF in report
your report
Error type (e.g. decision error)
621 right:
on Building confidence in HF •investigation
•

•

•

In plain language explain how the mindset
unfolded in the situation leading to the incident
and why it made sense at the time (see
example).

•

Clearly identify the human factors that shaped
or motivated performance with the evidence to
support.

•

Complacency

•

Recklessness / Carelessness

Identify the managerial and organizational
leadership and cultural factors responsible for
the human factors that shaped or motivated
performance that you found.

Focusing on / stopping at what the person Didn’t Do or
Should Have Done

Example

Human behaviour (or its description, e.g. didn’t follow a
procedure)

Explaining behaviour by referring to personal characteristics

•

Saying what people did not do does not explain why they
did what they did.
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on human
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a quality incident
recommendations:
recommendations
the
investigation. It is most effective when conducted as part of
• The toolkit is arranged as a simple to
the investigation,
than being
treated as an add-on,
Humanrather
Factors
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of or
use
of guidance,
tipsfindings
and tools.
to be done after the investigation is complete.
1. Your
HFblend
analysis
and resulting
should helpsomething
you
formulate a specific and targeted HF recommendation. Controls’ and ask:

•SeeItexample
is structured
around
key
stages
• Almost any investigation analysis technique can be used
of what
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like
of an investigation and around a road
to gain a reasonable understanding of human factors.
with embedded
links.not be focused on This means
that
investigation
analysis technique your
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Navigation
is facilitated
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andthe same support
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Caninthe
human
preventing
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embedded
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• It may not always be possible to establish why a person
system causes
• All tools are embedded within the
did what
The goal of HFof
analysis
is to failure
understand
• they
Can did.
the consequences
the human
what influenced
the behaviour(s)
that led to
an incident,
be prevented,
e.g. by additional
barriers
in the
3. Thetoolkit.
HF recommendation should seek to reduce the
develop effective
recommendations to prevent
system?
likelihood of error / non-compliance in the futureso you canmanagement
• Supplementary guidance and
reoccurrence.
information
is provided
as time
hover overs
• Can human performance be assured by using
4. It should
be sustainable
over
or via links.
• Investigators
have a or
range
ofengineered
tools and methods
interlocks
other
means? to help
with human factors in investigations. This toolkit has been
5. It should not introduce new HF risks in another area
designed
self-contained
stopand
shop
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• as
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6. Seek advice from an experience investigator if you
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• Consult with your company Human Factors SME if you
need support.
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External resources:
Energy
Institute website
Writing
human
factors related
When developing
Human Factors and Ergonomics – HSE Website
recommendations:
recommendations apply the
Rail industry Guide to Human Factors
Human Factors ‘Hierarchy of
Marine Introduction to Human Factors
1. Your HF analysis and resulting findings should help you
Humanafactors:
Inspectors
factors toolkit Controls’ and ask:
formulate
specific and
targeted human
HF recommendation.
See
example
of what
good
looks like
IOGP
report
621 on
Building
confidence in HF investigation

2.

The recommendation should not be focused on
preventing the individual’s error at the time but on
reliably preventing others getting into the same
situation by tackling any underlying management
system causes

3.

The HF recommendation should seek to reduce the
likelihood of error / non-compliance in the future

4.

It should be sustainable over time

5.

It should not introduce new HF risks in another area

6.

Seek advice from an experience investigator if you
need help
What good looks like

•

Can the hazard be removed?

•

Can the human element be eliminated, e.g. by
automation?

•

Can the consequences of the human failure
be prevented, e.g. by additional barriers in the
management system?

•

Can human performance be assured by using
interlocks or other engineered means?

•

Can the factors that shape and motivate behaviour be
optimised?





Advanced Cause and Effect

ThePreparation
deeper Evidence
the analysis
the
better
the
recommendation
Gathering
Analysis
Findings
Recommendations
Report
 Home

 Introduction

 Resources

Incident Description Example:
An operatorhuman
using a new
pipe cutting
machine trapped and
badly injured
their hand whilst
Writing
factors
related
When
developing
reaching in to retrieve the pipe. Note, machinery guarding and interlocks were installed on the
machine as part of site’s initial response
recommendations:
recommendations apply the
Human Factors ‘Hierarchy
of DEPTH
ANALYSIS
MORE EFFECTIVE
1. Your HF analysis and resulting findings should help you
formulate
and
ask:
Level 1 a specific and targeted
Level HF
2 recommendation.
LevelControls’
3
Level
4
Level 5
See example of what good looks like

Operator is to blame
Operator believed that
Operator had already
The machine was not
The machine was
for reaching
into the
lifting
the guard
would
training;
fully tested
before
needed quickly; the
• Can the hazard
be removed?
2.
The recommendation
should
not be
focusedreceived
on
machine
whilst still
disable the
machine.
used
being put to use.
procurement process
preventing
the individual’s
error
at the time the
butmachine
on
switched
on. preventing others getting into the same
in training was
did note.g.
require
• Can the human element be eliminated,
by the
reliably
interlocked.
machine purchased
automation?
situation by tackling any underlying management
to have a safety
system causes
interlock.
• Can the consequences of the human
failure

3.

The HF recommendation should seek to reduce the

FOCUS
OF RECOMMENDATIONS
likelihood
of error / non-compliance in the future

be prevented, e.g. by additional barriers in the
MORE EFFECTIVE
IN PREVENTING REOCCURRENCE
management
system?

4.
It should
be sustainable
over
Discipline
the operator.
Re-train
thetime
operator in
5.
6.

• Can human
performance
be assured
by using
Operator training
Amend
the procedure
Amend
the
interlocksfor
orintroducing
other engineered
means?
all aspects of operating should be completed
new
procurement
It should not introduce
new HF risks in another
area
the machine.
on the
specific
equipment into the
procedure to include
Can
thattoshape
and motivate
behaviour
be
machine they• will
be the factors
workplace
include
a thorough
risk
Seek advice from an experience investigatorexpected
if you to use optimised?
on
provision for pre use
assessment process
need help
site.
testing and safety
for equipment selected
checks.
for purchase.

What good looks like
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When studying how the actions and decisions of people
contributed to an event, investigators build a 5 Whys branch:

Steps toward completing HF analysis
•
•

Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and
external factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes
on to describe
the organizational
leadership
andby
cultural
1.
Identify
the separate
actions and
decisions
factors
responsible
these
causes
theto
behaviour.
different
peopleforover
time
thatofled
the incident.

2.

Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use
the cause and effect relationships to understand the
An operator
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

why?

using a new pipe
cutting machine
3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use
injured their hand
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons
whilst reaching in
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the
to retrieve the cut
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.
pipe.

4.

Continue with your cause and effect analysis to
identify the management system and organizational
leadership
Description
of aand cultural factors that are responsible for
the reasons
behaviour
that for the behaviours identified in 2 and 3.

Remember:
Investigate why the behaviour made
sense to the person at that point in time.
*

Include factors that provoke or make an
error more likely and factors that motivate
people to behave in certain ways (e.g.
immediate and certain consequences like
time or effort saving).

contributed to an
incident.
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Analysing
HF
using 5 Whys
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Analysis

Findings

When studying how the actions and decisions of people
contributed to an event, investigators build a 5 Whys branch:

Factors that shaped or influenced the behaviour
could include:

Recommendations

Report



Steps toward completing HF analysis
•
•

Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and
external factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes
on to describe
the organizational
leadership
andby
cultural
1.
Identify
the separate
actions and
decisions
factors
responsible
these
causes
theto
behaviour.
different
peopleforover
time
thatofled
the incident.

•
•
•
•

Motivating factors like time or effort saving, keeping
plant running, avoiding supervisor disproval etc.
The physical environment – lighting, line of sight
The task – layout, design, supervision or procedures
The person – training, knowledge, skill, experience

2.

Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use
the cause and effect relationships to understand the
An operator
Operator believed
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

why?

why?

using a new pipe
that lifting the
cutting machine
guard would
3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use
injured their hand
disable the
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons
whilst reaching in
machine.
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the
to retrieve the cut
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.
pipe.

4.

Continue with your cause and effect analysis to
identify the management system and organizational
leadership
factors that
Description
of aand cultural
A description
of are responsible for
the reasons
behaviours
identified
in 2 and 3.
behaviour
that for thean
assumption
/
contributed to an
incident.

Remember:

Investigate why the behaviour made
sense to the person at that point in time.
*

Include factors that provoke or make an
error more likely and factors that motivate
people to behave in certain ways (e.g.
immediate and certain consequences like
time or effort saving).

decision made by
a person.
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Analysing
HF
using 5 Whys
Preparation
Evidence Gathering
Analysis

Findings

When studying how the actions and decisions of people
contributed to an event, investigators build a 5 Whys branch:

Factors that shaped or influenced the behaviour
could include:

Recommendations

Report



Steps toward completing HF analysis
•
•

Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and
external factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes
on to describe
the organizational
leadership
andby
cultural
1.
Identify
the separate
actions and
decisions
factors
responsible
these
causes
theto
behaviour.
different
peopleforover
time
thatofled
the incident.

•
•
•
•

Motivating factors like time or effort saving, keeping
plant running, avoiding supervisor disproval etc.
The physical environment – lighting, line of sight
The task – layout, design, supervision or procedures
The person – training, knowledge, skill, experience

Remember:

2.

Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use
the cause and effect relationships to understand the
An operator
Operator believed
Machine normally
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

4.

Continue with your cause and effect analysis to
identify the management system and organizational
leadership
factors that
for of the
Description
of aand cultural
A description
of are responsible
Explanation
the reasons
behaviours
identified
in reasons
2 and 3.leading to
behaviour
that for thean
assumption
/
contributed to an
incident.

decision made by
a person.

Investigate why the behaviour made
sense to the person at that point in time.
*

why?

why?

why?

using a new pipe
that lifting the
used by the
cutting machine
guard would
operator has an
3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use
injured their hand
disable the
interlock on the
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons
whilst reaching in
machine.
guard and the
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the
to retrieve the cut
machine in use
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.
pipe.
was different.

Include factors that provoke or make an
error more likely and factors that motivate
people to behave in certain ways (e.g.
immediate and certain consequences like
time or effort saving).

the assumption.
Explanation why it
made sense to the
person to do X.
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Example 01
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HF
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Preparation
Evidence Gathering
Analysis

Findings

When studying how the actions and decisions of people
contributed to an event, investigators build a 5 Whys branch:

Factors that shaped or influenced the behaviour
could include:

Recommendations

Report



Steps toward completing HF analysis
Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and
external factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes
on to describe
the organizational
leadership
andby
cultural
1.
Identify
the separate
actions and
decisions
factors
responsible
these
causes
theto
behaviour.
different
peopleforover
time
thatofled
the incident.

•
•
•
•

Motivating factors like time or effort saving, keeping
plant running, avoiding supervisor disproval etc.
The physical environment – lighting, line of sight
The task – layout, design, supervision or procedures
The person – training, knowledge, skill, experience

Remember:

2.

Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use
the cause and effect relationships to understand the
An operator
Operator believed
Machine normally
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

4.

Continue with your cause and effect analysis to
identify the management system and organizational
leadership
factors that
for of the
Description
of aand cultural
A description
of are responsible
Explanation
the reasons
behaviours
identified
in reasons
2 and 3.leading to
behaviour
that for thean
assumption
/
contributed to an
incident.

decision made by
a person.

the assumption.

why?

why?

why?

using a new pipe
that lifting the
used by the
cutting machine
guard would
operator has an
3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use
injured their hand
disable the
interlock on the
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons
whilst reaching in
machine.
guard and the
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the
to retrieve the cut
machine in use
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.
pipe.
was different.

The machine in

Investigate why the behaviour made
use was obtained
sense to the person at that point in time.
*

quickly and
did not come
Include factors that provoke or make an
equipped with an
error more likely and factors that motivate
interlock.

why?

•
•

people to behave in certain ways (e.g.
immediate and certain consequences like
time or effort saving).
Explanation of
the situation was
created.

Explanation why it
made sense to the
person to do X.
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5 Whys
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Analysing
HF
using 5 Whys
Preparation
Evidence Gathering
Analysis

Findings

When studying how the actions and decisions of people
contributed to an event, investigators build a 5 Whys branch:

Factors that shaped or influenced the behaviour
could include:

Recommendations



Report

Steps toward completing HF analysis
Describes how the behaviour contributed to the undesired event.
Describes causes of that behaviour, including motivations and
external factors which made the behaviour likely to occur.
• Goes
on to describe
the organizational
leadership
andby
cultural
1.
Identify
the separate
actions and
decisions
factors
responsible
these
causes
theto
behaviour.
different
peopleforover
time
thatofled
the incident.

•
•
•
•

Motivating factors like time or effort saving, keeping
plant running, avoiding supervisor disproval etc.
The physical environment – lighting, line of sight
The task – layout, design, supervision or procedures
The person – training, knowledge, skill, experience

Remember:

2.

Include the key behaviours in your 5 Whys and use
the cause and effect relationships to understand the
An operator
Operator believed
Machine normally
reasons for the behaviour. See examples

4.

Continue with your cause and effect analysis to
identify the management system and organizational
leadership
factors that
for of the
Description
of aand cultural
A description
of are responsible
Explanation
the reasons
behaviours
identified
in reasons
2 and 3.leading to
behaviour
that for thean
assumption
/
contributed to an
incident.

decision made by
a person.

the assumption.

why?

why?

why?

using a new pipe
that lifting the
used by the
cutting machine
guard would
operator has an
3. Identify factors that influenced the behaviour*. Use
injured their hand
disable the
interlock on the
the basic HF tool to help you understand the reasons
whilst reaching in
machine.
guard and the
for the behaviours and evidence needed to make the
to retrieve the cut
machine in use
analysis. Add HF tool outputs to your 5 Whys.
pipe.
was different.

The machine in

quickly and
not require
did not come
the machine
Include factors that provoke or make an
equipped with an
purchased to
error more likely and factors that motivate
interlock.
have a safety
people to behave in certain ways (e.g.
interlock.

immediate and certain consequences like
time or effort saving).
Explanation of
the situation was
created.

Explanation why it
made sense to the
person to do X.
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Example 01

The procurement

Investigate why the behaviour made
use was obtained
process did
sense to the person at that point in time.
*

why?

•
•

Explanation of more
distant factors that
created the conditions
which led to an
assumption which led
to a behaviour.
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Use the 5 Whys tool to identify factors that influenced behaviour
Get to know the
accident site

Explore
potential
 HF evidence
checklist
reasons
for the
Interview witnesses
behaviours
with HF in mind
 Basic Analysis Tool
Identify
Identify Behaviours for
fresh lines
 Fatigue Tool
analysis
of enquiry

Use the
investigation
team top tips
tool

Use the HF Evidence
Gathering Checklist
to help you collect HF
evidence

Explain any
link between
behaviours/
HF and
underlying
management
system causes

Address HF
issues, with HF
recommendations

Tactics

Refresh
yourself on this
toolkit to inform
your plans

 Which HF Tool to use and when?

Tools

Use Basic
HF tool to
help you
understand
the behaviour
Use the
Fatigue Tool
to assess
whether
fatigue made
a contribution
to the incident

Preparing yourself and your team

Keypoints to remember

Investigation top tips
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Evidence Gathering

 All tools

Analysis

Advanced Cause and Effect

Findings


Recommendations

Report

Use the Logic Tree to identify factors that influenced behaviour and fresh lines of enquiry
 Which HF Tool to use and when?
Get to know the
Explore
checklist
accident site HF evidence
potential
reasons
for the
Interview witnesses
 4 Steps Overview
behaviours
with HF in mind
Identify
 Basic
Tool
Identify Behaviours
forAnalysis
fresh lines
analysis
of enquiry

Explain any
link between
behaviours/
HF and
underlying
management
system causes

Address HF
issues, with HF
recommendations

Tactics

Refresh
yourself on this
toolkit to inform
your plans

 Fatigue Tool
Use the
investigation
team top tips
tool

Use the
Fatigue Tool
to assess
whether
fatigue made
a contribution
to the incident

Preparing yourself and your team

Use HF
Analysis
Verification
Tool (HFVT)
to verify
behaviour
analysis

Keypoints to remember

Tools

a HF
Use the HF Evidence
 VerificationUse
Tool
analysis tool
Gathering Checklist
to help you
to help you collect HF
understand
evidence
the behaviour

Investigation top tips





